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Heritage Data Sheet 

 
Waterway: Grantham Canal 
  

Structure/item: Lengthmans Hut, near Hickling 
  

Listed:  No Approx Const. Date: 1890-1900 
  

Assessed Date: 26th July 2007 Compiled by: T. Woodcock 
 

      
Listed building    Scheduled Monument    Conservation Area  

      
High heritage value    Rare example    Locally important  

      
 
- 

 
 
 
 

Background 
Brought to BW attention by Hickling Parish Council, who are keen to carry out restorative works.  
BW owned, but well hidden in vegetation on the towpath. 
 
Lengthmens huts once thought relatively common, placed at regular intervals to provide shelter and 
basic tool storage for lengthmen, who would be responsible for all day to day maintenance of their 
‘stretch’ of the waterway. 
 
Build/description 
 
Constructed principally in used timber railway sleepers, stood & fixed on end to form the walls with a 
small brick built hearth and chimney.  Dirt floors, double pitched roof from broad timber boarding 
covered in a felt material. 
 
One small window opening (unfilled) and one door opening (door missing).  Other examples have a 
simple plank door with hook & ring hinges; likely this too would have had a simple plank door. 
 
All timber has been repeatedly painted in a creosote based material. 
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Condition 
 
The ridge board has failed close to the chimney, and many of the roof boards have rotted away or 
hang perilously in danger of falling.  Remnants of the roof felt remain, but essentially the building is 
completely unprotected from the elements. 
 
The walls remain remarkably sound, but 2 or 3 timber sleepers would benefit replacement where 
they’ve become badly rotted. 
 
The window and door are missing 
 
The hearth has suffered considerable damage, and has a considerable number of bricks missing. 
 
Vegetation is rapidly taking hold of the structure, in particular ivy on the chimney stack and an elder 
bush from the hedgerow surrounding the building. 
 
Assessment 
 
This form of structure was once common on the railways between the 1880’s and 1930’s, but is now 
increasing rare.  Examples can be found with relative ease on the railways, but are generally in very 
poor condition.  An almost exact example is situated at Wragby railway station and a similar building 
close to the Torksey Railway viaduct over the River Trent. 
 
Their use on canals came about during railway ownership, the skills and materials being brought 
across.  In the East midlands there are only two lengthmans huts left (to the writers’ knowledge), and 
only this one built in this manner, (the other of brick & stone). 
 
In dating the structure, the following reasoning is given: 

 Railways became established around 1850, and the Grantham canal was taken over by the 
‘Ambergate, Nottingham and Boston & Eastern Junction Railway & Canal Co.’ in 1854 

 The chimney appears to be bonded in cement, suggesting toward the end of the 19th century. 
 The canal was in serious decline by the mid 1920’s, officially closed 1929 and abandoned 

1936. 
 The sleepers have been used; bricks in the chimney are a comparatively modern machine 

pressed and standard type. 
 Using the above, the date of construction is estimated between 1890 – 1900. 

 
This building is highly worthy of repair & retention, and scores a significance rating of 3 (details of 
scale in appendix).  The structure is therefore of significant local interest, and of some rarity; it’s 
made more special (and perhaps borderline with a rating of 4) because of its location and use with the 
canal.   
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Photos 

 
View from the towpath, walking east 

 

 
Doorway 
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Inside – looking out (see front photo for main internal shot) 

 
 
Repairs/Maintenance 
 

1. Careful reduction in vegetation surrounding the building; part of its charm is its setting, so the 
hedging should only be lightly trimmed and onwardly maintained to height.  The Ivy 
strangling the chimney and East end should be removed, preferably by reduction with 
clippers, severing at roots but parts attached firmly to the structure left to decay naturally (as 
opposed to forceful removal).  Dead material can them be easily removed perhaps a month 
later. 

2. Carefully take down the remains of the roof, save any boarding that can be reused; ensure 
those taking down the roof record with photos so that it can be replaced accurately. 

3. Replace the badly decayed sleepers; 2/3 are in need of complete replacement (speak to HA for 
sources if necessary). 

4. Replace and renew roof, beginning with repairing and securing wall plates and ridge board, 
before replacing boarding with new of matching depth, and preferably matching width.  
Reuse as much of the original as possible. 

5. Paint entire timber structure with creosote alternative; suggested ‘Fence Defence’, available 
from Leyland Paint Co (before the roof felt is added) 

6. Fit new roof felt. 
7. Where structure is nailed, ensure they are galvanised for longevity. 
8. Brick hearth and chimney to be repointed using a weak cement mortar (its construction 

material), replacing bricks where less than 75% complete or missing with appropriate 
matching brick. (Speak to HA for sources). Additionally HA can advise on appropriate 
reinstatement of the hearth, rpoviding other examples. 

 
For further information contact Tom Woodcock, Heritage Adviser, East Midlands Tel. 01636 675759/ 
07920 825380 
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Appendix 1; Significance scale for BW property 
 

Scale Significance 

1 
No heritage significance, very common or of 
average modern construction 

2 
Some limited heritage significance, perhaps more 
important because of a group of structures but 
not in itself rare, or highly altered. 

3 
Of a general significance with some rarity; 
perhaps of greater interest by association with 
event or individual. Local interest or local listing. 

4 
Of high significance, considerable interest and 
increasing rarity.  Most grade two listed 
structures would fall in this category. 

5 
Of exceptional significance, hugely interesting 
and very rare or unique.  Most Grade 2* and 1 
structures would fall into this category. 
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